
GPRS (General Packet Radio Service): 

General Packet Radio System is also known as GPRS is a third-generation 

step toward internet access. GPRS is also known as GSM-IP that is a Global-

System Mobile Communications Internet Protocol as it keeps the users of this 

system online, allows to make voice calls, and access internet on-the-go.  

GPRS is packet based, wherein GPRS data is handled as series of packets that 

can be routed over several paths through network, rather than continuous bit-

stream over a dedicated dial up connection 

 

GPRS – Architecture: 

 

 

GPRS Mobile Stations 

New Mobile Stations (MS) are required to use GPRS services because existing 

GSM phones do not handle the enhanced air interface or packet data. A variety 

of MS can exist, including a high-speed version of current phones to support 

high-speed data access, a new PDA device with an embedded GSM phone, and 



PC cards for laptop computers. These mobile stations are backward compatible 

for making voice calls using GSM. 

GPRS Base Station Subsystem 

Each BSC requires the installation of one or more Packet Control Units (PCUs) 

and a software upgrade. The PCU provides a physical and logical data interface 

to the Base Station Subsystem (BSS) for packet data traffic. The BTS can also 

require a software upgrade but typically does not require hardware 

enhancements. 

When either voice or data traffic is originated at the subscriber mobile, it is 

transported over the air interface to the BTS, and from the BTS to the BSC in 

the same way as a standard GSM call. However, at the output of the BSC, the 

traffic is separated; voice is sent to the Mobile Switching Center (MSC) per 

standard GSM, and data is sent to a new device called the SGSN via the PCU 

over a Frame Relay interface. 

GPRS Support Nodes 

Following two new components, called Gateway GPRS Support Nodes (GSNs) 

and, Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN) are added: 

Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN) 

The Gateway GPRS Support Node acts as an interface and a router to external 

networks. It contains routing information for GPRS mobiles, which is used to 

tunnel packets through the IP based internal backbone to the correct Serving 

GPRS Support Node. The GGSN also collects charging information connected 

to the use of the external data networks and can act as a packet filter for incoming 

traffic. 

Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN) 

The Serving GPRS Support Node is responsible for authentication of GPRS 

mobiles, registration of mobiles in the network, mobility management, and 

collecting information on charging for the use of the air interface. 

 


